
The CarbonGene Series consists of a travel/portable design that works as a

conventional water revitalization/structuring unit and also possesses a charging mode

of operation to achieve much greater levels of energy coherence in the water.    

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

The body consists of ABS plastic and HDPE plastic with proprietary Di-Electric media for

the Activated Flow Form Technology.  The outer body consists of 12 inner panels

(double wall) filled with a di-electric medium containing Shungite, Ormus concentrate

of sea water mineral with 24k rose gold and additional compounding involving 99.99%

pure nano particles of Silver coated Copper and Palladium. 

WARRANTY / DISCLAIMER

The CarbonGene series models come with a ten year warranty against device failure

and function.  It does not come with a 90 day money back guarantee like our standard

product line.  The warranty does not cover minor defects, misuse and abuse.  Your unit

is registered at the time of purchase.  There is no need fill out a registration form.  
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Description of operation

Pour through: The CG series works as a standard portable water revitalizer by

pouring water through the funnel end and out the spout into a container.  The Z

models have a powerful magnetic array in the pour funnel section specially

arranged to create a strong integrative field for pre-treatment of the water.  

 Charge Mode:  Charge mode is achieved by filling the unit with the spout cap in

place.  The unit should be filled within 1/2" from the top of the entry way and then

plugged with the cork provided.  Authentic corks are provided to allow the water to

breathe and are preferred.  Lightly press the cork into the funnel entry to seal the

device.  It will soak and seat itself quite well. Once the cork is seated, rest the unit in

the funnel down position on the cork base, spout up.  The unit may leak a drop or

two through the cork, but otherwise seals very well and can travel while filled

without spillage.  The provided travel bag will wick any residual moisture. 

Orgone accumulator:  While your unit is charging the water, it also serves as an

environmental charger of subtle energy.  Some may find it useful for EMF mitigation

due to the large amount of charging Shungite present in the unit. 

This unit is designed to make 'Enobled Water' as Viktor Schauberger described in his

writings on how to replicate the well known 'special waters' from particular

locations in mountain streams.  More highly charged water (2-24 hrs.) should be

consumed at 39F and is different than everyday drinking water.  Everyday drinking

water would be the 'pour through' method or light charges 5 min to 2 hrs.  Learn

more @forum.naturalaction.com

 The CGZ will work best when intention, homeopathy, and programming are applied

with creativity.  It is a powerful water enhancing tool designed to reduce material

requirements and enhance vibrational effects water can carry and modulate. 

 Always seek professional medical advice.

Modes of operation:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The spout cap is tethered to the spout of the unit. 

It is very tight and seals perfectly.  Keeping the cap lubed with a small amount of natural

oil or plumber's silicon will ease the operation of uncapping and capping during

charge/accumulator mode) Overtime, the finish may erode in the cap region.  This is

normal and expected.  It is best to use your thumb from the side of the cap rather than

try and pull the tab when emptying your charged water.  

Once the cap is sealed (be sure to look and make sure the cap is firmly around the spout

side and seated, the unit can now be filled with water of your choice.  Leave enough room

for a little air so the unit is not over pressurized when installing the cork.  Set standing

up, entry funnel down.  The unit will not charge properly with spout down.  

The unit holds 3.5 ounces, the amount one should generally drink per hour, on the hour. 

 Water can be used as a detox protocol alternating between distilled water and mineral

water throughout the day, with a reduced calorie intake.  Any supplements or medicines

usually work better with less of them.  Always seek professional medical advice.   

How to consume after charging: 

The CGZ can be charged from 15 minutes to 24 hrs.  You must experiment to find the level

that works for you.  This may vary depending on your body's needs.  Water with too much

energy can create imbalances.  Place the unit spout over the top of your glass.  First

remove the spout cap, a small amount of water will sometimes come out.  Next, undo the

cork by twisting or pry with a spoon if a vacuum has been made (another necessary step

to maximize the water's ability), especially when charging in the fridge.  See

forum.naturalaction.com for details. Water is most powerful at 39F.  Drink in sips over 5-

10 minutes. It is referred to as the 'anomaly point' of water and will further enhance the

performance of the unit when using it for remedy.  Always consult a medical professional

for health concerns.
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Charge time will be dependent on the person and the situation.  We have a forum where

you can learn more about using your CarbonGene Model regarding methods and synergy

from meditation practices, Orgone accumulator use, mineral doping, homeopathy,

programming methods and pour through methodology.  Users can share their experience

with each other there.   Always seek professional medical advice in accordance with any

concerns. forum.naturalaction.com

When you receive your unit rinse thoroughly with warm water.  Your unit is tested in

charge mode at 39F for 12 hrs. with distilled water, rinsed, and air dried.    

The unit can be used as a normal pour-through portable unit (non-charging mode) and is

very effective for uplifting energy.  Simply leave the cap open and remove the cork all

together.  We recommend starting in this mode to acclimate to the unit for the first

week.  Typically you will find with the Z Water you will drink far less than normal once

things even out.  It is not recommended to consume near bed time.   

These units are completely finished and made by hand other than the raw housings. 

 There will be minor blemishes and finish flaws.  Unless gross finish errors, this is not

covered by warranty.  Your unit will wear and season like all things.  This will not degrade

the functional aspects.  The units usually work better over time as they season.  

 

  

  
   

 

Above: Actual Magnetic Field scan of the CGZ located in the funnel entry 
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